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Monday meeting
held by Magnus Mörth

• Now it’s time again. You must go into primula and set your status when it comes to secondary 
employment, https://hr.su.se/primula. This must be done every year and now it’s time again. I 
will remind you during the coming months.

• Reminder for the collegium on the 21st of April 
a) Schedules of your course(s) that will be included in the new candidate programs, providing an 
outline of the course content and topics. I will compile these for sharing before the collegium.
NOTE! I appreciate that some of the courses are going to be new, and are not yet fully designed. 
In that case include the schedule of your existing course that might be similar in some ways, or a 
skeleton plan of what you envisage the content to be in your new course.

b) Mini PPT presentations from course leaders presenting the course(s), prerequisites etc, to 
highlight skills etc taught and accessibility. I include a PPT template for this, and an example of 
my new course already completed in this style. I will compile these 2-minute presentations and ask 
the course leaders to help present them on the 21st.

• On the last board meeting at the Bolin centre last week the new ideas for the Bolin centre were 
discussed.
First there was a discussion of the new Bolin fellows, one in each research theme. The Bolin centre 
has not enough money to support this by themselves, the need 50% from other sources. The 
question came out to the departments where all was positive but not all think they have money 
to support the suggested Bolin fellows.
Secondly there was as a discussion that the Bolin centre should be responsible for the journal 
Tellus and that the journal should be a more earth system science journal. In general there was 
positive reactions to this.

• I usually don’t talk about the publications and science discoveries. This week I stumbled on a 
publication about the dating of a giant crater in Greenland, the Hiawatha crater from early March 
this year. The crater came from an impact of an asteroid about 58 million years ago. The timing 
is close to a warm period called the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum, which began around 
56 million years ago with several excursions in element cycles for example carbon and sulphur. 
These excursions have so far been not understood very well but now there may an explanation. 
See more about the crater impact at https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/sciadv.abm2434

• 25 years ago, IGV moved to the house we are in today. I remember all the packing we did this time 
of year 25 years ago before the move. I will talk to the other departments in house to arrange a 
house party as the 25 year anniversary is in June.
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• Some guidelines
o All laboratory work, field work and excursions must be reported, and risk assessed. Remember 
that all employees at IGV must read and sign out safety regulations.
o If transporting chemicals are transported outside the university area, the university’s safety 
advisor for dangerous goods (Daniel Sellberg, SEKA Miljöteknik AB) must be contacted to ensure 
that SU complies with the law on the transport of dangerous goods. 
o Guideline for dissertations from the faculty
Requirements: The respondent and chairman must be present, and the dissertation must be open 
to the public. It is recommended that as many of the committee and opponent as possible to be 
present. A clarification has been made about ‘open to the public’. This means that the public must 
be given the possibility to attend the dissertation on site. A digital broadcast is a bonus but not a 
must.

• Next Monday meeting is April 25.


